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A B S T R A C T

Nanoparticles of Ni(OH)2 surrounded with ultra-low Pt content and supported on functionalized carbon
were prepared by a scalable synthesis method and investigated as electrocatalysts for the oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR) in acidic media. The effect of altering the Pt surface composition on the Ni(OH)2
nanoparticle core was investigated as a route to simultaneously increase the ORR activity and stability.
Modifying the Pt surface composition resulted in both structural and electronic changes. Decreasing the
Pt surface composition resulted in stronger Pt-Pt compressive strain and decrease in the occupancy of d-
band vacancies per atom. The correlation of strain and d-vacancies with ORR activity and stability showed
a Volcano-type tendency, with the 6 wt. % Pt sample showing the highest activity and stability. The
electrochemical results obtained using rotating disk electrode (RDE) tests showed an enhancement of
about six times higher surface and mass-normalized activity as well as improved durability compared to
commercial Pt/C. These improvements were further corroborated by single cell membrane electrode
assembly (MEA) tests where similar trends were observed, showing higher power densities with lower Pt
loadings, in comparison with commercial Pt/C. These results show that new electrocatalysts with higher
activity and stability can be obtained through precise control of the atomic-level catalyst structure.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The identification and design of novel nanocatalysts that
provide improved oxygen reduction activity and stability at lower
cost, remains a key challenge for electrochemical energy conver-
sion and storage devices including fuel cells, metal-air batteries,
and electrolyzers [1,2]. In particular, proton-exchange membrane
fuel cells (PEMFCs) efficiently convert diverse fuels into electricity
and are key components in the development of a reliable, safe, and
* Corresponding authors.
E-mail addresses: cprhodes@txstate.edu (C.P. Rhodes), osolorza@cinvestav.mx

(O. Solorza-Feria).
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sustainable clean energy economy. However, the performance
PEMFCs is substantially compromised by the sluggish oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR) kinetics which impose the use of higher
catalysts loadings (i.e. Pt) at the cathode side thereby increasing
fuel cell costs [3]. To enable the widespread production of
commercially affordable PEMFC vehicles, performance and cost
targets have been put forth by agencies such as the U.S.
Department of Energy (DoE) and the Japanese New Energy and
Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO) [4]. For
instance, the US DoE 2017 technical targets for PEMFC cathodes are
a Pt-based mass activity of >0.44 A mPt

�1 at 0.9 V, catalyst loading
of 0.125 mgPGM cm�2 (PGM: Pt group metal), cost per power of
$15 kW�1, and stability target of <40% loss in catalytic activity after
5000 h of operation.
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Meeting these significant technical and cost challenges requires
the development of new electrocatalysts with high activity, long
durability, and lower cost through controlling atomic level
structure, using simple and scalable synthesis methods, under-
standing and mitigating degradation mechanisms, and designing
catalyst layer architectures within membrane electrode assemblies
(MEAs) that provide optimal performance. The use of Pt-based
alloys and non-Pt catalysts have been investigated to reduce the
amount of Pt contained in the catalyst layer of the MEA [5]. Recent
synthetic advances have allowed the formation of nanoparticles
(NP) with precise control of size, shape, composition, and structure
[6–8], however, many synthetic approaches are possible only at
low scale.

Recently, core-shell nanoparticles have received significant
attention as an approach to reduce Pt loading and obtain high
activity and stability. Core-shell architectures consist of an alloy or
pure metal core with a Pt-enriched nanoparticle shell. The core-
shell approach provides very low noble-metal loading and altered
electronic properties, which can modify adsorption/desorption
processes within the oxygen reduction reaction and improve the
electrocatalytic performance [9,10]. Previous work have shown
that using core-shell nanoparticles can result in significant activity
and durability improvements as well as reduced catalyst cost
[10,11]. Core-shell structures have the potential to meet and even
exceed the activity target for the automotive industry [12].
However, further advances are needed to provide scalable and
cost-effective synthetic approaches able to determine the effect of
composition on performance, in order to improve the long-term
durability.

Previous work has examined the ORR activity of carbon-
supported Pt-M alloys (M = non-noble transition metal) [13]. Core-
shell Ni/Pt nanoparticles have been studied, and prior work
showed the importance of the Ni:Pt ratio on the ORR electro-
catalytic activity [14]. The activity of oxygen reduction electro-
catalysts can be tuned by changing the transition metal
composition to alter the surface electronic structure as supported
by previous work [15]. Further, obtaining surface-segregated Pt
that forms Pt “skin” structure with sub-surface Ni has been shown
to significantly increase ORR activity [16].

Scalable synthesis methods that allow the formation of
nanoparticles that contain surface-segregated Pt with sub-surface
Ni are of significant interest. Despite several efforts on synthesizing
metallic Pt-M alloys dealing with the presence of surface oxides is
key challenge [17]. For synthesis methods that involve aqueous
solutions, using a metallic Ni nanoparticle core and depositing Pt
onto the surface metallic Ni is particularly problematic since
hydroxide/oxide species form at the surface of metallic Ni [18].
Metallic Ni surfaces have been shown to passivate and form oxide/
hydroxide layers when cycled to positive potentials under acidic
conditions [19]. The formation of surface oxide/hydroxide species
is a particular challenge for Ni nanoparticles due to its implication
on physiochemical properties [20].

In this work, we report the effects of altering the Pt surface
composition on Ni(OH)2 nanoparticle cores which was investigat-
ed as a route to simultaneously increase the ORR activity and
stability. To our knowledge, the effect of surface composition of Pt
on Ni-based core-shell nanoparticles on both the activity and
stability has not been significantly investigated. To enable surface-
segregated Pt within a scalable aqueous-based synthesis method,
Pt was deposited onto Ni(OH)2 nanoparticles due to the inevitable
formation of Ni oxides/hydroxides within aqueous solutions.
Although by itself Ni(OH)2 is well known to be unstable in acidic
conditions [21], a Pt shell or skin structure has been shown to
stabilize subsurface transition metals [22,23]. Further, Ni interac-
tion with Pt has been shown to be stabilize Ni within the structure
within acidic conditions over extended cycles [24,25].
The surface composition of Pt can alter the electroactivity and
stability due to changes in the nature of surface Pt-M interactions.
Toward this end, we investigated the optimization of the intrinsic
electrochemical properties of carbon-supported Ni(OH)2@Pt/C
structures based on tuning the electroactivity and stability for
the ORR through modifying the Pt content on the surface. The
electrochemical ORR activity and stability was obtained by using
rotating disk electrode experiments, and single cell MEA fuel cell
tests. Our work shows that both the catalyst activity and the
stability are significantly affected by the Pt surface composition,
and these changes were induced by changes in the atomic-level
geometry and electronic structure.

2. Experimental

2.1. Carbon functionalization

Carbon (1.5 g, Vulcan XC-72R) was used as starting material and
was thermally treated under a hydrogen atmosphere at 500 �C for
2 hours to remove impurities. Then, 600 mg of the H2-treated
carbon was dispersed in 100 mL of 20 v/v % HNO3, stirred in an
ultrasonic bath for 1 hour at room temperature, and then boiled for
1 hour. The carbon was recovered by centrifugation at 15,000 rpm,
washed several times with a mixture 1:1 of ultrapure water and
acetone, and then dried in a N2 flow at 100 �C for 2 h. In a second
step, a fraction of 260 mg of prior treated carbon was dispersed in
50 mL of water with 1.83 mL of ethanolamine. The slurry was
sonicated, boiled for 2 hours, recovered, and then washed and
dried as described above.

2.2. Synthesis of electrocatalysts

The carbon supported Ni(OH)2Pt/C-x electrocatalysts were
prepared using a modified two step procedure previously reported
[26]. Briefly, Ni(NO3)2.6H2O (423 mg, 1.45 mmol), tetrabutylam-
monium bromide (470 mg, 1.45 mmol) and the functionalized
carbon (200 mg, 70 wt.% with respect to metallic Ni content) were
dispersed in 70 mL of ethanol. The suspension was stirred in an
ultrasonic bath for 10 minutes and then transferred into a reflux
system. After bubbling N2 and magnetically stirring for 20 minutes,
NaBH4 (124 mg, 0.258 mmol) dissolved in 20 mL of ethanol was
slowly dropped into the solution at room temperature and allowed
react during 1 hour. Then, 10 mL of MQ-water was added to
eliminate the excess NaBH4. The Pt deposition was carried out by
adding an appropriate amount of K2PtCl6 dissolved in 30 mL of MQ-
water to obtain 10, 20 and 40 wt. % vs metallic Ni, corresponding to
3, 6 and 12 total wt. %. Upon this step, the temperature was
gradually increased to 60 �C and the reaction was allowed to
proceed over 4 hours. Finally, the catalyst were recovered by
centrifugation and thoroughly washed with MQ-water and
ethanol. The powder was dried for two hours at 150 �C under
CO atmosphere. The series of NiPt catalysts are named as Ni
(OH)2@Pt/C-x where x represents the total weight content of Pt, i.e.
3, 6 and 12%.

2.3. Physical Characterization

The catalyst composition was determined using inductively
coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES), carried
out by Galbraith Laboratories Inc. The structure, particle size,
morphology, and distribution of the catalysts were determined
using a Cs-corrected high angle annular dark field scanning
transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) obtained from
a JEOL ARM 200F equipped with an energy dispersed spectrome-
ter (EDAX Silicon Drift detector). Selected area electron diffrac-
tion (SAED) was obtained from a 2010-F (200 kV, JEOL). Low-dose
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transmission electron microscopy (LD-TEM) was carried out using
an aberration corrected: C5, C3, A1, A2 and A3, TEAM 0.5
microscope with spatial resolution below 0.06 nm and current
density around 5-10 attoA/Å2s. Further details are reported
elsewhere [27]. XRD measurements were obtained with a
PANALYTICAL instrument using Ka Cu: 1.54056 Å. The phases
(i.e. Ni(OH)2, Pt, Ni, and graphite) were assigned with lattice
parameters, spatial groups, and atomic positions obtained from
the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD). The experimental
XRD patterns were fitted and analyzed using Rietveld refinement
using Topas academic v.4.2. The validity of the fit was assessed by
the low value of the “goodness of fit number” (GOF) and the
presence of Pt within the samples was further validated by
additional characterization methods, as described in the text.

X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) spectra were taken at the
I811 beamline of MAX-Lab synchrotron facility, Sweden [28,29]
over different runs according to the edge energy. XAS spectra were
recorded at the Ni K-edge, Pt L3-edge, and Pt L2-edge in
Fluorescence mode. A Lytle detector was used with the appropriate
filter, i.e. Zn for Pt and Co for Ni. 5 scans collected and averaged. The
scans were taken between �200 eV and 1000 eV with respect to
the edge energy. The estimation of the d-band vacancies was
carried out using a method proposed by Murkerjee et al. [30],
based on the integration of the XANES signal around the L3 and L2-
edges of Pt as follows:

hJ
� �

total;sample ¼ 1:0 þ f dð Þ hJ
� �

total;ref erence ð1Þ

Where the hJ is the total number of unoccupied d-states per atom;
the hJ for Pt pure was estimated as 0.3 [30] and is our material of
reference (Pt foil). fd is the fractional change of d-vacancies relative
to the reference material; it is described as:

f d ¼ DA3 þ 1:11DA2

A3 þ 1:11A2ð Þref erence
; ð2Þ

DA3 ¼ A3;sample � A3;ref erence; ð3Þ
and

DA2 = A2,sample� A2,reference, (4)

A3 and A2 refer to the integrated area between �10 eV and +13 eV,
above and below, the Pt L3 and L2 edges at the samples and
reference.

2.4. Rotating Disk Electrochemical characterization

The electrochemical measurements were conducted at con-
stant temperature (298 K) in a three electrode cell using a rotating
disk electrode (RDE) setup and potentiostat/galvanostat (PARSTAT
model 2273). A Pt mesh and a freshly prepared reversible hydrogen
electrode (RHE) were used as counter and reference electrodes
respectively. A glassy carbon used as working electrode
(0.196 cm2), was prepared by suspending proper catalysts powder
in aqueous Nafion1 solution, following procedures previously
reported [31]. To avoid undesired catalyst modification and
improve reproducibility, the working electrode was immersed
into the electrochemical cell under potential control at 0.1 V. The
catalyst was then cycled several times (30 scans) up to 1.2 V to
obtain a stable voltammogram, referred to as “activation step”.
After the activation step, the electrolyte was replaced with a fresh
0.1 M HClO4 solution for further analysis. The Pt loading was earlier
optimized depending on catalysts (i.e. 10–25 mg cm�2) [32]. IR-
compensation and background subtraction were considered to
obtain electrochemical parameters. The electrochemical surface
area was calculated by CO-stripping, considering 420 mC cm�2 as
the charge corresponding to a monolayer of adsorbed CO. The
results were compared with that of a commercial Pt/C catalyst.

2.5. Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA) Fabrication and Testing

The cathode catalyst ink was prepared according to the
following procedure: i) an appropriate amount of the catalyst
was blended with 0.5 mL of MQ-water and sonicated for
20 seconds and then magnetically stirred at 5 �C for 24 h. ii) a
Nafion1 solution (5 wt%) was added in order to obtain 30 wt.% in
relation to the total catalyst loading. The slurry was maintained for
24 h more at the same conditions (i.e. 5 �C under stirring). iii)
Finally, 0.5 mL of propanol was added, stirred for 4 h at 5 �C, and
then was immediately used for the MEA preparation. The casting
was carried out using catalyst coated substrate (CCS) method by
brushing the ink onto a gas diffusion layer (GDL,Sigraset 25BC),
followed by drying at 80 �C for three minutes. The process was
repeated until a total of Pt loading of �0.1 mg cm�2 for Pt/C (E-tek)
and 0.05 mg cm�2 for Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-6 and Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-12 was
obtained. The catalyst loading was calculated by weighting GDL
before and after ink deposition. A commercial catalyzed GDL
(20 wt.% Pt/C, 0.5 mg cm�2 Pt) was used as the anode. The anode
and cathode gas diffusion catalysts (GDC) were hot-pressed at both
sides of a Nafion1 membrane (1135, �84 mm) at 120 �C and at
4.4 kgf cm�2 for 120 s. The fuel cell performance was evaluated in a
5 cm2 single cell using a fuel cell test system 890e multi-range. The
catalyst mass activity (MA) and polarization studies were
performed under H2/O2, at 80 �C and � 80% relative humidity (RH).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Approach for Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-x nanoparticles

A set of bimetallic electrocataysts Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-x, with
different platinum content (x = 3, 6 and 12 wt. %) and supported
on functionalized amorphous carbon (70 wt. %), were synthesized
using a simple bottom up procedure consisting of a Ni-precursor
reduced with sodium borohydride and a subsequent trans-
metallation reaction with the Pt precursor (see experimental
section). As further described below, the synthesis procedure
produced a high yield, well controlled elemental ratio, narrow
particle size distribution, and high dispersion. The Pt content was
varied in order to optimize the electrocatalytic performance and
stability toward the ORR based on tuning the Pt geometry and
electronic structure, induced by interaction with the Ni(OH)2.
Furthermore, the surface of the carbon support was modified by
anchoring ethanolamine in order to improve the adsorption
properties and create nucleation sites that promote narrow size
distribution and well-dispersed nanoparticles, which are critical
factors for obtaining superior electrochemical performance [33].

3.2. Physical characterization

The morphology, distribution, chemical composition and
structure of supported Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-x catalysts was determined
using scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and x-
ray diffraction (XRD). Fig. 1a and b shows representative low
resolution STEM images and their corresponding particle size
distributions, before and after electrochemical stability tests. The
as-prepared catalysts (Fig. 1a) showed similar particle size (ca. 2–
3 nm), high particle density, and good distribution on the carbon
support. Narrow size distribution and low degree of aggregation
minimizes the contribution of particle size effects on the
electrochemical analysis thereby allowing direct comparison
among the catalysts [34]. Unlike the commercial Pt/C sample,
the functionalized amorphous carbon used as support of the Ni
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(OH)2@Pt/C-x catalysts showed sheet-like features. The graphene-
like morphology was created through chemical exfoliation of the
carbon layers during the functionalization process [35]. After the
electrochemical stability test (i.e. 5000 cycles from 0.6 to 1.1 V/
RHE), an increase in the particle size and number of agglomerates
was observed (Fig. 1b). Previous reports have proposed several
factors including particle migration, Pt-dissolution and redeposi-
tion (Ostwald ripening), and carbon corrosion as contributors to
this phenomenon [36]. Regarding the carbon support, the nano-
sheet-like features were no longer observed, which indicates that a
corrosion process occurs on the support material. In order to obtain
better insight into the structure of the catalysts, High-resolution
STEM, energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS), selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) (Fig. S1) and low dose TEM (LD-TEM)
(Fig. 2), were carried out. In summary, all the techniques support
Fig.1. Low resolution STEM micrographs and particle size distribution histograms, before
HClO4 between 0.6 and 1.1 V during 5 000 cycles.
the formation of a Pt enriched surface and changes in the structure
related with elements interaction. From SAED (Fig. S1a), the lattice
plane distance depended on the Pt content. The presence of Ni
(OH)2 was also detected. The EDS analysis (Fig. S1c) carried out on
randomly chosen single nanoparticles (Fig. S1b) show well
distributed Ni:Pt with strong Ni-Pt interactions. It is important
to mention that during STEM analysis, changes in the particle
shape, atomic reconstruction and even atomic detaching were
commonly observed due to the high beam energy used for the
STEM analysis (Fig. S2) [27]. Using LD-TEM, allows better
observation of the structure without damaging the nanoparticles
[27]. The reconstructed exit wave function (Fig. 2a–c) exhibited
consistently high surface segregated Pt, and this coverage
increased with the Pt content. The Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-3 sample showed
an incomplete Pt surface layer was formed (Fig. 2a, labeled with
 (a) and after stability test (b). The stability test was carried out in N2-saturated 0.1 M
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arrows). This result agrees with the results obtained by electro-
chemistry, where a small peak associated with oxidation of Ni-
species was detected (see below). The Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-6 and Ni
(OH)2@Pt/C-12 samples (Fig. 2b–c) showed more consistent Pt
coverage. Island growth patterns with more than one Pt monolayer
were also observed on the Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-12 sample (Fig. 2c). This
observation can be explained by the differences in bonding
energies between Pt-Pt and Pt-O-Ni, which would lead to an island
growth pattern for the deposited Pt since the newly formed Pt layer
tended to adhere to other Pt layers, rather than interacting with the
Ni(OH)2 surface. Similar results were found by theoretical studies
on Ni@Pt catalysts carried out in our group [37]. Although a
quantitative determination of the particle size was not feasible due
Fig. 2. Phase images after electron wave reconstruction from LDR-ATEM of (A) Ni(OH)2@
and (C) Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-12 (dose rate 35 e�Å2s). On sample Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-12 was possible t
relaxation toward bulk Pt parameters.
to the small area analyzed with LD-TEM, the presence of smaller
clusters close to each other were seen scattered throughout the
sample unlike STEM. This observation is in agreement with surface
reconstruction and particle coagulation observed during STEM
analysis [27]. These results along with XRD and electrochemical
evidences, supported the presence of high Pt-enriched surface
nanostructure.

Fig. 3 shows the experimental (black line) and Rietveld-fitted
(blue line) X–ray diffraction patterns of Ni(OH)2@:Pt/C-x catalysts,
commercial Pt/C (Etek1) and Ni(OH)2/Ni nanoparticles used as
reference. The experimental XRD, and fitting from refinement, and
peak assignments are shown in Fig. S3A-C. The Ni(OH)2/Ni sample
consisted of a mixture of two different nanoparticles identified as
Pt/C-3 nanoparticles (dose rate 60 e�Å2s); (B) Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-6 (dose rate 19 e�Å2s);
o detect small island (inset top-right) of many layer of Pt. Outer layer trends to lattice
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metallic Ni (PDF-04-0850) and a highly disordered a-Ni(OH)2
(PDF-38-0715). The diffraction patterns of the as-prepared
electrocatalysts (Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-x) exhibit reflections of Pt and Ni
(OH)2 with face cubic centered (fcc) and hexagonal close-packed
(hcp) structures respectively. Clearly, all three synthesized
catalysts show diffraction lines for Pt that are shifted to higher
2U values, indicating a distortion of the Pt-lattice due to
interaction with a-Ni(OH)2. These results suggest that atomic
strain within the Pt phase is promoted by a strong interaction
which could be due to interaction of Pt with Ni(OH)2 (i.e. Pt-O-Ni),
surface tension effects [38], or Pt-Ni alloy formation. Depending on
the Pt composition, the lattice parameter associated with the
platinum is shorter than bulk Pt: 3.814 Å (Ni(OH)2:Pt/C-3), 3.866 Å
(Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-6), 3.877 Å (Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-12), and 3.923 Å (Pt/C-
Etek). The occurrences of multiple diffraction lines results from the
presence of different structures (i.e. Ni(OH)2 and Pt), and could be
related to different factors such as (i) geometrical isomers [39–42]
or (ii) presence of isolated particles of different materials (i.e. Pt
and a-Ni(OH)2), such as the sample Ni/Ni(OH)2 used as reference.
The presence of isolated nanoparticles of Ni(OH)2 and/or Pt was
discarded by elemental analysis using STEM-EDS over several
particles randomly selected (Fig. S1), which show homogeneous
distribution of the elements Ni/Pt with strong interactions. Then,
in conjunction with microscopy, the presence of segregated phases
is attributed to the presence of a heterostructure Ni(OH)2/Pt, with a
high Pt surface segregation [43].
Fig. 3. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of as synthesized Ni(OH)2@Ptx/C nanopar
blue lines represent fitted pattern through Rietveld analysis and statistical difference r
3.3. X-ray absorption spectroscopy

To elucidate the electronic and local structure of the nano-
particles, X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) were recorded at the Ni K-
edge as well as at the Pt L3-edge and Pt L2-edge. The first derivative
of the normalized m(E) data is also presented at the inset of Fig. 4a
and c. Fig. 4a shows the XAS at the Ni K-edge. The Ni foil (orange
line) used as reference for the energy calibration represents the
absorption edge at 8333 eV followed by multiple and scattering
events at higher photon energy [44]. Comparing Ni-foil and
nanoparticulate samples revealed remarkable differences: (i) the
appearance of a small pre-edge signal, at roughly 8331 e, (ii) a shift
of the K-edge position towards higher energies (8345 eV), and (iii)
an evident increase of the intensity of the white-line peak as
compared to metallic Ni. These differences are due to different
coordination environments as further supported by the analysis of
the X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) region using the phase
corrected amplitude of the Fourier transform of the k3-weigthed
signal (k3x(k)) (Fig. 4b and d). The orange line corresponding to the
Ni foil showed two peaks, related with the first and second
coordination shells of Ni-Ni bond distances in metallic Ni, at 2.42 Å
and 3.51 Å respectively. These values agree with the values
reported for metallic Ni of Fm–3 m symmetry, 41508-ICSD. On
the other hand, the synthesized catalysts showed peaks at 1.92 Å
and 2.83 Å for the first and second coordination shell respectively,
which fit with Ni-O bond distances of NiO2 (R-3mH, 78698-ICSD).
In summary, all the spectral features from the Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-x
ticle catalysts. XRD of Pt/C-Etek and Ni(OH)2/Ni core are taken as references. Red and
espectively.



Fig. 4. (A) X-ray absorption near edge structure at the Ni Ni K-edge (8333 eV) and Pt L3-edge (11564 eV) for the as-prepared Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-x catalysts and Ni/Ni(OH)2 and
commercial Pt/C as reference Ni and Pt foil were used for calibration. The insets correspond to the first derivative of the normalized m(E) data.
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samples were consistent with nickel oxides rather than metallic Ni.
Fig. 4c presents the XAS signal at the Pt L3-edge. The L3 and L2 edges
(not shown) are due to excitations of 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 electrons to
empty states in the vicinity of the Fermi levels (i.e. the 5d-band)
[45]. The Pt L3-edge is situated at 11564 eV, while the Pt L2-edge is
situated at 13273 eV. The inset of Fig. 4c presents the first
derivative of the normalized m(E) signal. All materials exhibited
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occupancy per atom [30]. Table S2 presents the results of the
estimation of the Pt d-vacancies per atom following the method
described by Mukerjee et al. [30]. EXAFS analysis of Pt L3-edge
between 2–4 Å for R led to the phase corrected amplitude of the
Fourier transform of the k3-weighted signal (k3x(k)) as shown in
Fig. 4d. The signal at 2.06 Å can be linked to the Pt-O bond distance,
estimated as 2.04 Å [46]. The peak at 2.80 Å is consistent with the
Pt-Pt bond distance (reported as 2.785 Å, Pt Fm-3m, 64919-ICSD).
In these main peaks, a widening after 3 Å could be consistent with
the Pt-Pt bond distance on PtO (3.04 Å, PtO, P42/mmc, 4124669-
COD). No indication of Pt-Ni interactions was observed [47].

3.4. Electrochemical Characterization

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and CO stripping voltammetry experi-
ments were used to determine the electrochemical surface area
(ECSA) and to obtain further insight into surface structure of the
nanoparticles. CVs were performed in a thermostatically con-
trolled (298 K) 0.1 M HClO4 electrolyte, previously degassed with
N2. As a systematic procedure, the immersion potential of the
working electrode was controlled at 0.1 V/RHE, and then the
electrode was cycled several times to attain a stable curve (Fig. 5b).
The sample Ni(OH)2/Ni supported on carbon (70 wt.%) was used as
a baseline and characterized under similar conditions (Fig. 5a). As
soon as voltage cycling was applied, the Ni(OH)2/Ni species started
to leach out (i.e. �0.4 V vs RHE) until complete dissolution after the
first cycle, owing to instability in acidic media [48]. Similar
features, although a lesser extent, were observed on Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-
3 sample, where a small oxidation peak �0.4 V was detected during
the first scan, consistent with an incomplete coverage of Pt. In
Fig. 6. (A) Steady-state polarization curves for the ORR on commercial Pt/C-Etek and N
specific activity and mass activity after normalization.
contrasts, distinct voltammetric features due to Ni leaching were
not evident for Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-6 and Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-12 samples.
Shown in Fig. 5b are potentiodynamic curves of Pt/C-Etek and Ni
(OH)2@Pt/C-x catalysts. For clarity, CVs of Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-6 and Ni
(OH)2@Pt/C-12 were multiplied by a factor of 2. After several scans,
the ubiquitous Ni(OH)2 and/or surface contaminants were
removed from the surface of the nanoparticles and a stable curve
resembling a typical high-surface-area Pt profile was attained [49].
This initial conditioning process which could involve leaching of Ni
(OH)2 species was particularly important for the surface reorgani-
zation. The selective electrochemical stripping of unstable, non-
noble elements, is a key process during the formation of the active
catalyst [50]. Sweeping anodically (sweeping the potential towards
more positive values), a small yet clear negative shift (91 mV) in the
OHad formation was observed on the catalyst Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-12
with respect to Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-6 and Pt/C. However in the reverse
scanning direction, the oxide reduction peak on both Ni(OH)2@Pt/
C-6 and Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-12 (�0.77 V) shifted toward more positive
potential versus Pt/C (�0.75 V). Then, even when a higher fraction
of oxygenated species could be formed, their reduction was
apparently faster. The ECSA was estimated from integrating the
CO-stripping charge (Fig. 5c). Similar results were obtained using
Hupd region (E < 0.4 V), which is consistent with a Pt-skeleton
architecture [51] rather than Pt-skin, where a suppression of
proton adsorption has been reported [52].

The calculated ECSA for the Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-x catalysts were very
similar which is consistent with the STEM results. Only a small
increase of ECSA was observed with increasing the Pt content,
suggesting a slightly higher percent of Pt atoms on the surface.
Compared to commercial Pt/C, where a similar particle size and
i(OH)2@Pt/C-x in O2 saturated 0.1 M HClO4. (B) Koutecky-Levich plot and (C and D)
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distribution were observed by STEM (Fig. 1), the lower ECSA of Ni
(OH)2@Pt/C-x nanoparticles was attributed to the presence of Ni
(OH)2 species on the surface and Pt within the nanoparticles which
is not electrochemically accessible [49,51].

The ORR electrocatalytic activity and stability were carried out
by using the rotating disk electrode (RDE) configuration based on
previous reports [31,50]. Prior to these measurements, the
electrolyte was renewed with a fresh solution after the break-in
conditioning step. Fig. 6a shows the potentiodynamic curves (i.e.
positive-going scan) after background subtraction of the capacitive
current contribution arising from the carbon support. Overall, the
onset curves of Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-x samples showed lower over-
potentials compared to commercial Pt/C. A summary of the
electrocatalytic properties is presented in Table 1. The experimen-
tal ECSA, Pt-mass activity, and Pt specific activity values obtained
for commercial Pt/C are very consistent with the reported state-of-
the-art values [53], which validates the results.

The analysis of the half-wave potential, E1/2, (Table 1), showed
positive shifting versus Pt/C of 23 mV (Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-3), 38 mV (Ni
(OH)2@Pt/C-6), and 46 mV (Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-12), respectively. Nor-
mally, shifting to more positive value on the half wave potential, E1/
2, is directly related with increasing the electrocatalytic activity.
However it should be taken into account that only the geometrical
area is considered at this point. Therefore, the seemingly
contradictory behavior between the values of E1/2 and the specific
activity may be due to differences in the nominal Pt-loading onto
the glassy carbon electrode and the concomitant inter-particle
separation and corresponding layer thickness, which might
influence the absolute displacement of the E1/2 [54].

Fig. 6b shows the Koutecky-Levich plots at different rotation
speeds which agrees well with the theoretical value for the four-
electron transfer process (dashed line), indicating that the ORR
proceeds mostly by four-electron transfer to water formation, i.e.,
O2 + 4H+ + 4e�! 2H2O [55]. Fig. 6c–d shows the experimentally
determined potentiodynamic curves of commercial Pt/C and Ni
(OH)2@Pt/C-x, and Table 1 depicts results of the specific activity (Jk)
and mass activity (Jm) deduced from the polarization curves after
normalization. Overall, altering the Ni/Pt composition of the
nanoparticles, resulted in significant improvements in the
electrochemical performance, yielding up to �6 times higher
mass-normalized specific activity compared to commercial Pt/C.

Fig. 7 displays potentiodynamic stability curves as well as the
changes in the normalized electrochemical surface area ECSA
(inset) during the 5000 potential cycling scans for commercial Pt/C
and Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-x samples. The ECSAs decrease as the potential
cycling proceeds for all catalysts, however it was more severe for Ni
(OH)2@Pt/C-3 and Pt/C samples, which in turn displayed a negative
shifting in the ORR potential onset during ORR. Considering the Ni
(OH)2@Pt/C-x samples, the lowest stability on Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-3 is
explained by a severe removal of Ni(OH)2 exposed to the
electrolyte. The prior finding was in line with the observation of
a small oxidation peak around 0.4 V during the first cycles. On the
other hand, Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-6 and Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-12 exhibited better
Table 1
Summary of kinetic parameters for the ORR on core-shell NP’s with different Ni
(OH)2:Pt molar ratios i.e. (Ni(OH)2@Ptx). Commercial Pt/C is shown as reference.
X = Ni(OH)2. * OCP recorded in O2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4.

Pt/C-Etek X@Pt/C-3 X@Pt/C-6 X@Pt/C-12

ECSA (m2 g�1
-Pt) 77.1 � 8.3 43.8 � 11.8 51.7 � 0.35 55.9 � 6.3

bo (mV dec�1) 80.5 � 6.0 56.7 � 0.2 53.5.0 � 0.7 59.0 � 2.6
Bo (mA cm�2 rpm�1/2) 0.12 � 0.01 0.131 � 0,01 0.135 � 0.0 0.123 � 0.01
Jk0.9V (mA cm�2

-Pt) 0.21 � 0.04 0.832 � 0.2 1.186 � 0.11 0.697 � 0.05
Jm0.9V (mA mg�1

-Pt) 0.18 � 0.04 0.329 � 0.05 1.111 � 0.18 0.758 � 0.17
E1/2 (Volts) 0.88 � 0.01 0.903 � 0.01 0.918 � 0.01 0.926 � 0.01
OCP (Volts)* 1.01 � 0.01 1.023 � 0.017 1.035 � 0.01 1.035 � 0.01
corrosion resistance and hence lower ECSA decreases [10]. Of
particular significance is that the ECSA of Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-6 remains
virtually unchanged from the first and the 5000th cycle. However,
particularly for this sample, considerable increase in the active
surface was observed during the first 1000 cycles. Although the
specific reason for this is not currently clear, we consider that
structural changes occurring during the electrochemical testing by
removing the Ni-species with potential cycling exposes further Pt
onto the surface and thereby increases the number of actives sites.
Similar behavior has been reported elsewhere for comparable
systems [10]. A second contribution for improving the stability
among Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-x might be linked not only to structural
conformation and electronic effect (intrinsic bimetallic proper-
ties), but also to carbon functionalization. The presence of
functional groups on carbon surface enhanced the interaction
between nanocatalyst and support, reducing particles mobility and
keeping wide dispersion and active surface area [56]. In general,
the Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-x structures, supported on functionalized
carbon exhibited better stability compared to commercial Pt/C.

The elemental composition (i.e. Ni/Pt ratio), showed an
important role in tuning the ORR electroactivity and stability.
These changes were linked with both geometrical and electronic
properties by comparing changes of specific activity (Jk) and loss of
ECSA with experimental lattice crystal parameters and d-band
vacancies (Fig. 8a–b). The contraction of the Pt lattice (Fig. 8a)
showed a positive effect on both activity and stability reaching a
maximum for the Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-6 sample. The correlation of the
electronic structure based on occupancy of d-band vacancies with
the catalysts activity and stability showed similar trends, expect in
the opposite direction: the d-band vacancies were increased
compared with Pt/C (Fig. 8b). The occupancy of d-band vacancies
increased in the following sequence: Pt/C< Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-3 < Ni
(OH)2@Pt/C-6< Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-12. Increasing the occupancy of d-
band vacancies improves the activity and stability, again reaching a
maximum for the Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-6 sample. A graphical represen-
tation of the catalyst surface structure and the general trends in Pt
lattice contraction and d-band occupancies as a function of Pt
surface composition are represented in Fig. 8c. These results
showed a balance between geometric and electronic parameters,
which can clearly modulate the adsorption/desorption properties
by increasing or decreasing the bonding energy of adsorbates on Pt.
Considering that the ORR involves both the breaking of the O-O
bond and the formation of Pt-OHad, which is considered as an ORR
reaction inhibitor, changes on Pt parameters will impact the
adsorption/desorption energies and ORR reaction kinetics. Multi-
ple studies have demonstrated that a compression of the Pt-lattice
positively increases the ORR electroactivity by changing the
binding energy of the reaction intermediates (i.e. O, OOH and
O2) [57–59]. Furthermore, increasing the d-band vacancies
facilitates the reaction of adsorbed OHad to water formation by
modifying DG(OHads) [45] and the heat of alloy formation, thus
improving the stability with respect to metallic Pt [60]. In addition,
we also emphasize the functionalized carbon support plays a
substantial factor in stabilization of the nanoparticles, and through
improving particle-support interactions we are able to decrease
particle agglomeration and maintain high electrochemical surface
area.

3.5. Fuel Cell Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA) Evaluation

Based on the RDE tests, the Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-6 and Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-
12 catalysts were selected to investigate their performance within
a single membrane electrode assembly fuel cell configuration. The
Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-3 catalyst was not tested because of its low stability.
Leaching of Ni2+ ions can cause issues related to the poisoning of
the membrane [61]. The polarization curves were recorded after
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Fig. 7. Polarization curves and normalized ECSA degradation of commercial Pt/C-Etek and Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-x after stability test, evaluated in a potential range of 0.6 to 1.1 V/RHE,
5000 cycles in 0.1 M HClO4.

Fig. 8. Tendency of both, normalized stability determined by losing of ECSA after 5000 cycles and specific activity at 0.9 V/RHE versus experimental lattice crystal (A), and d-
band vacancies obtained by XAS analysis from Pt L3 and L2-edge band (B). Graphical representation of catalyst structure and physicochemical trends (C).
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applying a modified break-in protocol at 80 �C, using a stair-like
potentiostatic mode [62]. It is important to note that even when
similar preparation protocols were carried out, these results
represent initial testing of these electrocatalysts in MEA con-
ditions, and further experimental parameter optimization is
required in order to improve the performance [63]. Fig. 9 depicts
PEMFC polarization curves using single assembly configuration for
Pt/C-Etek (0.1 mg cm�2), Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-6 and Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-12
(0.05 mg cm�2) without iR-drop compensation. Power densities at
0.6 V were 436 mW cm�2, 425 mW cm�2 and 398 mW cm�2, for Ni
(OH)2@Pt/C-6 and Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-12 and Pt/C-Etek, respectively.
Compared to commercial Pt/C-catalysts, the Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-6 and
Ni(OH)2@Pt/C-12 catalysts showed better performance over all
current densities as a result of their intrinsically higher ORR
activity. Nevertheless, these improvements were not to the same
degree as observed by RDE, although is worth emphasizing that
only half of the total load was used for the catalysts Ni(OH)2/Pt-x
versus Pt/C. At high current densities, the commercial Pt/C-Etek
showed higher mass-transport losses which might be associated to
water flooding likely related to the higher catalyst loading. This
issue was lower in the other catalysts.

4. Conclusions

Well-defined and highly dispersed Ni(OH)2@Pt/C electrocata-
lysts with different Pt compositions and supported on function-
alized carbon, were synthesized through an straightforward and
high-yield process involving sequential chemical reduction using
NaBH4 and a transmetallation deposition method. The structures
were thoroughly characterized using STEM, HRTEM, SAED, XRD
using Rietveld fitting, XAS, and electrochemistry. The experiments
support the conclusion that the Pt-Pt bond length is affected by the
interaction with Ni(OH)2. As the Pt content deceased, the Pt-Pt
distance and the number of d-vacancies per atom also decreased.
Based on this finding, the strain ratio and electronic properties
could be controlled by the amount of Pt deposited on the Ni(OH)2
core. The Ni(OH)2:Pt ratio significantly affected both the activity
and stability. Decreasing the percentage of Pt on Ni(OH)2 promoted
higher electrocatalytic properties for the ORR, however an increase
in the material instability occurred when the Pt content remained
too low. Overall, altering the composition of the Pt shell at the Ni
(OH)2 nanoparticle resulted in significant improvements in the
electrochemical performance yielding in up to �6 times higher
surface and mass-normalized activity compared to commercial Pt/
C. This study shows that Pt surface segregated catalysts with an
optimal Ni(OH)2:Pt ratio that maintains Pt on the surface as low as
possible to ensure surface coverage provide high activities,
improved stability and lower cost than commercial Pt/C. In this
regard, a comparison with our best catalysts, only �6 wt. % Pt phase
was used which represents a decrease of �3 times less Pt
compared with commercial Pt/C (20 wt % of Pt). These results have
important implications for the design and development of high
performance electrocatalysts with ultralow Pt content that have
both high activity and extended durability. Electrocatalysts with
controlled Pt surface compositions and that can be synthesized
using rapid, scalable methods have significant opportunities to
provide improved ORR catalysts for fuel cells, metal-air batteries,
electrochemical sensors as well as other electrocatalytic processes
(e.g. hydrogen oxidation, methanol oxidation, carbon monoxide
oxidation, etc.).
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